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Geonovum

Geonovum is the National Spatial Data 

Infrastructure (NSDI) executive committee in the 

Netherlands. Its tasks:

� to make accessible geo-information in the 

Netherlands.

� to be a think tank.

� to be the 'voice of geo-information' for Dutch 

Goverment

� to develop high-quality and widely applicable 

standards and to monitor their use.



Linked data is about…

� Contibuting to the development of the Web of 

data 

� Breaking silos and duplication of data for the 

integration of data of different kinds

� Using the Web to create typed links between 

data of different sources

� linking data to other external data

� data that can be linked from external data



Linked data is…

� not really a technical matter

� more about capability

� a philosophy of usage

� a set of principles and technologies

� a methodology for publishing structured data 

over the Web in a manner that it can be 

interlinked

� Data developers to create the links



Open data en linked data

★
Available on the web (whatever 
format), but with an open licence

★★
Available as machine-readable 
structured data (e.g. excel 
instead of image scan of a table)

★★★
as (2) plus non-proprietary 
format (e.g. CSV instead of 
excel)

★★★★

All the above plus, Use open 
standards from W3C (RDF and 
SPARQL) to identify things, so 
that people can point at your 
stuff

★★★★★
All the above, plus: Link your 
data to other people’s data to 
provide context



INSPIRE

Strong Points

� Many datasets

� Well defined objects

� Good Identifier strategy

� Identifiers will become (?) HTTP URIs

Weak point

� Exchange and service standards that only geo-

specialist can understand

� Thus only application areas can be 

reached by geo-specialist



Owner

How to leverage INSPIRE

1. Generate a URI strategy for INSPIRE 

Identifiers

2. Enrich INSPIRE data with national data

Owner

Building 

restrictions



NEN3610 and Dutch base registries



NEN3610 and Dutch base registries

Comparable to INSPIRE on a national scale

Strong points:

� Well defined objects in UML diagrams

� Identifier strategy (at least for NEN3610)

� Temporal model for tracking objects through 

history

Weak points:

� Links are implemented in an ad-hoc way

� No URI strategy for identifiers YET



LinkedData as glue between the base 
registrations and the Linked Open Data on 
the web



With governmental data, which can be trust on, 
Linked Data can bloom

Base registrations, information models 

NEN 3610, Inspire

The link is 
sustainable

The object of 
linking is 

well defined

I can trust 
on this



Linked Data and Geonovum

Geonovum starts an Open Linked Data Pilot

� Bring stakeholders together

� Sponsors: Forum standardisation, Municipality of Amersfoort and 

Nijmegen, Geonovum, Geo-business Netherlands, Cadastre, 

Ministry of Infrastructure en Envirenment, Ministry of Internal 

affairs, Provinces

� Open for everyone

� Just do it!

� Create awareness

� 10 months pilot: September 2012 – June 2013



Goals

� Collaborating with many stakeholders in 2 

test areas where applications can be realized 

with the aim to be able to determine whether 

the linked data approach is suitable for 

publishing governmental data to the Web

� Establishing links between the 'formal' 

government data and the 'informal' 

registrations on the Web

� Bringing together use cases, knowledge, 

technology and demand

� Awareness and communication



Questions?


